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The aim of the game 

In Strand©orp. you become a beach chair hirer. Your goal is to rent out the best beach chairs. The 
closer a beach chair is to the ocean, the more points you get for it. But make sure that your guests 
are not surprised by a wave. The player who has the most points at the end wins! 

 

Setup 

You need one beach map per game. Each player receives a pen in a different color. If you only 
play with two players, you need to cross out all the fields for the third player on the beach map 
with the blue pen (see ÆTidal waves). If you want to play alone, take a look at page 4. 

 

Course of play 

The player who last sat in a beach chair may begin. He rolls all three dice 
and then chooses a beach chair whose section (large digit on the left) and 
number match the die result. He can combine the dice in any way he likes. 

 

 

 

 

The chosen beach chair is marked with the pen. Clockwise, every other 
player chooses a beach chair from the same dice result. Each beach chair 
may of course only be rented or marked once. 
 

When each player has marked a beach 
chair, the next player rolls the dice. 
 

 

Number of players     1 - 3 

age     8 + 

Playing time     20-  30 min 

components 

game sheet (print&play)       

4 pens           3 custom dice 

E.g.:  If the dice result is 1, 1, 2, there are only three beach chairs to choose 
from: 
 

 

The beach bar is a popular place 
for guests. Nearby beach chairs 
create bonus points. 
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Palms 

If you roll one palm tree symbol, you can choose one of 
the four sections. Combine the numbers to choose a 
beach chair. 

 If you roll two palm tree symbols, you can choose a 
beach chair. The number indicates in which section the 
beach chair must be. 

Exception: If you roll two palm trees and a 5, you can 
choose and mark one of the beach chairs with a number 
containing a 5. 

 

Tidal waves 

Tidal waves occur when the dice result is three-of-a-kind or when one of the 
players who did not rolled the dice can no longer mark a free beach chair. 

The tide comes in from the right towards the beach. One column is flooded 
per wave - first the open columns with the number of players. If these are 
flooded, the next row of beach chairs is flooded (51-55), then the following 
one (41-45) and so on. 

If the dice result is three-of-a-kind with 1, 2, 3 or 4, there is a tidal wave in 
the respective section. If the dice result is three-of-a-kind with palm trees, 
there is a wave in all four sections. 

Every player who can no longer mark a free beach chair, although the player 
who threw the dice has chosen and marked a beach chair, must draw a tidal 
wave instead. For this he can choose a section. 
 
 

Bonus beach chairs 

It is possible to obtain bonus beach chairs that you can mark immediately before the next player's 
turn. If you choose cleverly, there can be several in one round. 

The beach bar applies to all three options like a beach chair you have marked. 
 

1. If you surround a free beach chair with four of your own 
beach chairs (or 3 + beach bar), you can also mark it 
(shown here in purple). 
 

2. If you mark four beach chairs (or 3 + beach bar) with the 
same number, you can choose any other beach chair 

E. g.: Free choice in section 3 

E.g .: beach chair 12 or 21 in 
a section of your choice 
 

E. g.: The areas marked in green are at 
risk of being flooded by the next wave 

E. g. All beach chairs with a 5 
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3. If you have marked five beach chairs (or 4 + beach bars) in a row 
(vertical or horizontal), you can choose any other beach chair. 
Vertical rows also count across sections. 
Then mark the beach chairs with a line, they cannot be used 
again for a vertical row of 5. 

 
 

 

End of the game 

If the player who rolls the dice cannot find a free beach chair, he must close a 
section of his choice by crossing out the large digit on the left. From now on, 
no player is allowed to mark a beach chair in this section. Then it is the next 
player's turn. No tidal waves are drawn. 

The game ends immediately as soon as all four sections of the beach have 
been closed. 
 

Scoring 

To calculate your points, multiply the beach chairs in each column by the number in the arrow 
below (1st column x1, 2nd column x2, etc.). Then the bonus points are added: 
 

(1) For each section in which you have the most beach 
chairs, you receive 5 points. If several players have the 
same number of beach chairs in the same section, no 
points are awarded for anyone. 

(2) For beach chairs that are located right next to a beach 
bar (highlighted in grey), you receive 2 bonus points 
each. 

(3) For your largest connected field of beach chairs, you 
receive 1 bonus point per beach chair and beach bar. 
The field may go beyond the beach bar (see green box). 
 

The following applies to the entire calculation: Flooded 
beach chairs must not be included in the calculation. 

 

 

 

Add up all the points. The player with the most points wins. In the event of a tie, the player who 
has received the most points without bonus points wins. 

E. g.: If a player marks 22 (shown here in purple), he may mark another beach 
chair as a bonus. If he takes 13 next, he receives another bonus beach chair. 
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Distance modification 

Strand©orp. is not only playable at one table, but also from a 
distance, e.g. via Zoom, or if you cannot sit next to each other. 
For this, each player only has to use their own beach map. 

The course of the game is basically the same. However, all 
players must mark each selected beach chair for each player 
on their own game sheet. It is best to use symbols such as a 
circle, cross, triangle or star for each player. Then you only 
need a pen, e.g. a ballpoint pen. 

 

Single mode 

To play alone, you need one beach map and a pen. In single mode you play 
against an opponent who is controlled by you. Therefor you have to use the 
beach map for 3 players. 
 
The course of the game is basically the same, except that you always may 
choose first which beach chair to mark. 
 
If you have marked a beach chair with a circle for yourself, you have to 
cross out two beach chairs for your opponent. It is up to you which beach 
chairs of the dice result you mark for your opponent. 
 
 

If you cannot mark two free beach chairs for your opponent, a tidal wave 
occurs. Roll a die for every missing mark, to choose in which section the tidal 
wave occurs. If the result is a palm, roll the die again. 

Your opponent can also receive bonus beach chairs, pay attention to this. Of 
course you can try to avoid this, but you won’t always successful. As the bonus, 
you can freely choose a beach chair again for your opponent. 

The game ends immediately as soon as all four sections of the beach have 
been closed. Scoring is the same as in multiplayer mode. If your opponent 
scores more points than you, you lost. If you get more points than your 
opponent, you can achieve up to three stars for your victory: 

Score more points than your opponent – 1  

Score 20 more points than your opponent – 1 additional  

Score more than 100 points – 1 additional  

Can you reach a 3-star-victory? 

 
 

E. g.: If you roll palm, 3, 1 
and mark beach chair 2|31 
for yourself, you have to  
mark two beach chairs for 
your opponent. You mark 
1|31 and 1|13 so he 
receives a bonus beach 
chair. You choose 2|15. 
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F. A. Q. 

1. Can there be a tidal wave in a closed section?  

Yes! 

2. How to mark a beach bar for bonus beach chairs? 

You do not need to mark a beach bar. Beach 
bars applies as marked beach chairs 
automatically. 
 
If you marked five in a row including a beach bar 
I recommend to draw the lines like shown in the 
right picture to allow all players to use the beach 
bar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Imprint 

Idea and implementation: Jonas Jasper  

Instagram: derspielearchitekt 
Tabletop Simulator - Strandkorb Dice Mod: 
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=2596439271 
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Dice results  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dice templates 

 Just print it out and glue it together. 

Alternatively you can also use the Tabletob Simulator Strand©orp. Dice Mod: 

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=2596439271 

Free combination, but: 5 cannot be selected as a section 

Beach chair 12 or 21, section freely selectable 

Free choice of a beach chair in section 3 (or 1/2/4 depending on the die result) 
 

Free choice of a beach chair with a 5, section freely selectable 

Tidal wave in section 1 (or 2/3/4 depending on the die result) 
 

Tidal wave in all four sections 
 

Free combination of section and beach chair number 






